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Developing Vocabulary
Use the following activities to introduce new words or give more 
support to children with weak vocabulary skills. Choose words 
children don’t already know well. These should be interesting, 
useful words children are likely to hear in a variety of contexts and, 
eventually, able to read for themselves. The words should help 
children discuss texts, their own experiences, and the world around 
them in more precise or complex ways. Young children are able to 
understand challenging words if they are given good explanations 
and practice using them. (If the words needed to explain a 
vocabulary word are too difficult for children to understand, the 
vocabulary word itself is probably too challenging.) After introducing 
a word, give children ample opportunities to hear and use the word 
in a variety of contexts so they understand it more deeply and to 
embed it in their long-term memory. Activities are appropriate for 
children in grades K–2.

1. Introducing Rich Vocabulary
Purpose: Introduce and provide child-friendly explanations of new 
words

Introducing a word is the first step in developing children’s 
understanding of it. Say the word and give a child-friendly 
explanation of it. The explanation should use everyday language 
children can understand and tell when or why the word is used. 
For example, for amazing, explain that it describes something that is 
really great in a way that surprises you and makes you say, “Wow!” 
Give examples that children can relate to, pointing out, for instance, 
that it would be amazing to see a shooting star, meet a famous TV 
actor, or find hidden treasure. Also use the word in strong context 
sentences, such as “The amazing ice skater jumped up and turned 
around in the air four times really fast.” Act out the word if possible, 
for example, showing how you might react if you saw something 
amazing. Have children repeat the word and any gestures and give 
their own examples. 

Here are some suggestions for when to introduce new words:

•  Introduce vocabulary before children read. New words are often 
important to children’s comprehension of the text. If children have 
difficulty retaining word meanings, focus on fewer words. Some 
words or idioms in a text can be explained better when children 
encounter them while reading. Ask children questions about 
vocabulary during reading. Keep word discussions short so children 
don’t lose track of the plot or information flow. After reading, 
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elaborate on the words already discussed or introduce another 
word or two that connect to the text. For example, if children say 
that a character’s actions show he is a good friend, introduce the 
word loyal and connect this word to children’s descriptions of the 
character.

•  Introduce words as part of classroom discussions. For example, on 
a cloudy day, point out that it is gloomy outside and discuss what 
a gloomy day is like and what it means if a person feels gloomy. 
Draw attention to words children use, explaining unfamiliar 
words others might not know or substituting a richer word for 
the word a child uses. For example, say, “Chris said elephants are 
big. Another word for big is enormous. Enormous means very, very 
big. An elephant is an enormous animal. What other animals are 
enormous?” 

•  Set up a new word space in the classroom and display a new, 
challenging word every few days. Show the new word plus 
pictures, objects, and other, simpler words that help explain it. For 
example, for exquisite, you could show an illustration of Cinderella 
in her ball gown with the caption an exquisite dress, a piece of fine 
lace or other lovely objects and the words very pretty. Refer to the 
word and display over the next few days and have children add 
objects, pictures, words, or context sentences to it. If possible, 
take a picture of the display and store it in a picture album of 
“Words We Know.” Periodically review words in the album.

•  For older children, in the new word space show a word web. Put 
a new word in the middle of the web and explain it. In the outer 
circles, list simpler words or examples that help define the new 
word. Add or have children add to the web as you reinforce the 
word over the next few days.

scrumptious

yummy

cupcakes

tastes 
very good
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2. Reinforcing Vocabulary
Purpose: Use new words in varied contexts 
Materials: Drawing materials

These activities reinforce words you’ve recently introduced. Before 
an activity, remind children of the new words they’re learning. 
Restate the child-friendly explanations for them. After the activity, 
have children tell which new words were discussed.

•  Associate a new word with a familiar word or phrase. Which 
word goes with donate: give, take, play? (give) Why? (When you 
donate something, you give something to someone.)

•  Associate a new word with a context or activity from children’s 
experiences. Describe a time when you or someone you know 
acted goofy. Is it always a good idea to act goofy? Why or why not? 
Have you ever been to an amusement park? What did you see or do 
there? What did you smell? Hear? Taste? 

•  Have children make a choice about a situation involving a new 
word and explain their choice. If you were fatigued, would you go 
swimming or go to sleep? (sleep) Why? (If you’re fatigued, you feel 
tired. You’d probably want to go to sleep, not do a sport.)

•  Give the beginning of a good context sentence that uses a new 
word. Have children complete it. The timid mouse hid in the 
corner because ______.

•  Have children act out the meaning of a new word. Show me how 
you’d look if you felt grouchy. What might a grouchy person say? 

•  Give examples and non-examples related to a new word. Have 
children respond to each example you say. Give yourself a hug 
and say loveable if I name something that is loveable: a teddy bear, 
your mom, a kick in the leg, a baby bunny, a mean monster.

•  Have children give examples of the new word. A cup has a 
handle. Name other things that have a handle.

•  Ask true-or-false questions about a new word. A pest is a great 
friend to have. True or false? (false) Why? (A pest is someone who 
bothers others. It wouldn’t be fun to be friends with a pest.)

•  Have children give an opinion about the new word. Would you 
like to be called courageous? Put your thumb up for yes or down 
for no. Shrug your shoulders if you’re not sure. [Then call on 
individuals to give reasons for their responses.]
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•  Use new words to describe children or characters. We said Icky 
was kind because he helped Golly feel better during the storm. It 
was kind of Becca to share her crayons with Jason. Have we read 
about someone else who was kind? What did that character do that 
was kind?

•  Encourage children to use the new words in their everyday talk. 
Brian said he was tired after recess. What word do we know that 
means feeling really tired? Brian, do you feel exhausted after the 
running you did? If anyone else feels exhausted, give a big yawn 
and say, “I’m exhausted.”

•  Help children make connections between related new words. A 
dishwasher is a helpful machine that an inventor created. Can you 
name some other machines that inventors have created? 

•  Help children make connections between a new word and 
other forms of the word. When you collect something, you find it 
and put it in a group of things that are alike. What does a stamp 
collector collect? Would you want a collection of baseball cards? Why 
or why not? Do you think collecting seashells would be fun? Why or 
why not? 

•  Encourage other adults who interact with the children in your 
class to use the new words in their everyday speech.

•  Have children draw and write about a new word. [Explain 
that their picture should show the meaning of the word and 
their writing could give a short explanation, context sentences, 
examples, or synonyms.]
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3. Understanding Descriptive Language
Purpose: Describe objects and pictures and identify objects and 
pictures from descriptions 
Materials: Food, toys, common household or classroom objects, 
pictures

Remind children that when you describe something you tell more 
about it. Explain that writers carefully choose words to describe 
things so readers can understand and picture what the things are 
like. Point out that describing words might tell what size something 
is, its color, its shape, how it feels when you touch or hold it, how it 
smells, what sounds it makes, and what it tastes like. They can tell 
how someone feels (happy, sad, excited), what kind of person someone 
is (nice, mean, kind), or how something is done (quickly, slowly). 

Pass around a familiar object, such as an apple. Have children name 
and describe it. Ask questions to prompt responses. For example, 
ask, “What size is it? Is it big, medium, or small? What color is it? 
What shape does it have? Is it round like a ball or square like a box? 
Does it feel smooth like the top of your desk or bumpy like tree bark? 
Does it feel heavy or light? What does an apple taste like?” (You can 
wash the apple and let children eat a piece of it.) Remind children 
of richer descriptive words they’ve discussed or substitute new words 
for words children have said. For example, say, “Julia said an apple 
tastes good. If something tastes really good, we say it is delicious. Do 
you think apples taste delicious?” Conclude by reviewing some of the 
descriptive words discussed and help children use them in sentences 
about the object. Give sentences starters, such as “An apple looks/
feels/tastes ______.”

Help children describe other items, as well as pictures of interesting 
people, animals, places, and machines. For this activity, don’t worry 
about distinguishing parts of speech. The point is to get children to 
be specific and vivid in their descriptions.

After developing some descriptive language, play I Spy. Give clues 
about objects or pictures you’ve displayed. Use some of the descriptive 
language children discussed. For example, for a watermelon, you 
could say, “I spy a picture of something that is round and heavy. It’s 
green on the outside and red on the inside. It has black seeds. It tastes 
delicious. When you bite a slice of it, sticky juice runs down your chin. 
What is it?” Have children raise their hands when they think they 
know the answer, then have everyone say it on your signal. Children 
can take turns being the one to give descriptive clues.
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Variation 1  Make a word web of the descriptive words 
discussed. Write the name of a person, place, or thing in the 
center. List descriptive words or phrases in the outer circles. 
Be sure to read words as you write them, especially words 
that aren’t yet decodable.

Variation 2  Read a sentence from a text children have 
heard or read that contains good descriptive language. Have 
children tell what is being described and discuss what the 
describing words tell about that person, place, or thing.

apple round

redsweet

not very  
big delicious

crunchy
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4. Understanding Onomatopoeia
Purpose: Recognize words that suggest or imitate sounds and enjoy 
saying these words

Say the word hiss, drawing out the final /s/ sound. Have children 
repeat it. Ask what might make that sound. Point out that a snake 
might hiss or air might make a hissing sound as it leaks out of a 
balloon or a tire. Repeat for buzz, purr, cluck cluck. Give clues to help 
children name things that make a sound similar to the word. Explain 
that writers use words like these to help readers imagine what things 
sound like. These sound words (onomatopoeia) make their stories 
come alive. 

Have children identify possible sources of sounds for other 
onomatopoeic words, such as the following:

achoo
arf arf
bang
beep-beep
boing
chirp
clang
click
crash
crackle
crunch
croak

fizz
groan
growl
gulp
hiccup
meow
moo
neigh
oink
peep
plop
pop

quack
roar
screech
shush
sizzle
snap
snip
squeak
squish
swoosh
thud
thump

tick tock
toot
tweet
vroom
whack
wham
whir
whizz
whoosh
yelp
zap
zoom

English-language learners might be able to share onomatopoeic 
words in their first language for the sources of sounds discussed, 
especially for animals.

Variation 1  Display pictures of things that make sounds that can 
be described with onomatopoeia. Say an onomatopoeic word for 
one of the pictured items, such as oink for a pig, and have children 
point to the thing that makes a sound similar to the word you said. 
Or point to a picture and have children use onomatopoeia to imitate 
the sound(s) the pictured item makes. They can use words they’ve 
learned or make up their own.

Variation 2  Give children commands that use onomatopoeia, such 
as “Toot like a horn. Snap your fingers.”

Variation 3  Some picture books include onomatopoeic words. Read 
one of these stories or sentences from several stories. Have children 
identify word(s) that help them imagine what something sounds like.

tick tock
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5. Vocabulary Development Games
Purpose: Have fun with interesting words 
Materials: Classroom objects, paper lunch bags, index cards, 
envelopes

Once children know how to play a game, encourage them to suggest 
words that can be used for it. This can help them develop a sense of 
ownership for the words.

Tongue Twisters  Have children repeat tongue twisters you give 
them, such as “Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. She 
sells seashells on the seashore. Quick ducks quack.” Point out that 
twisters include several words with the same or similar letter-sounds. 
Discuss what each twister means. 

Who Is It?  Give descriptive clues about a character from a story 
children have recently heard or read (or a child in the class if the 
child would enjoy it). Include words that describe character traits, 
such as friendly, nice, brave. Have children guess whom you’re 
describing.

What Is It?  Place small objects, such as a stapler, a box of crayons, 
or a stuffed animal, in individual bags or put cards with decodable 
words, such as hospital, vet, pencil, in separate envelopes. Pass out 
the bags or envelopes. Tell children to look at their object or word 
but not to show it to others. Have them take turns using descriptive 
language to tell about their object or word. Tell them they can’t say 
the name of the object or the word on their card. Have others guess 
what the object or word is. You might want to set a time limit for 
guessing.

I’m Thinking of a Word  Write a recently discussed vocabulary word 
on a card. Hold it to your forehead, hiding the word so children can’t 
see it. Give clues about the word’s meaning. Have children raise their 
hands when they think they know the word. Call on someone to say 
the answer. Then show and read the word.

Let’s Go to a . . . Tell children to pretend they are going to a 
museum, farm, supermarket, hospital, fair, or other destination. Ask 
questions related to the senses: What will you see (smell, hear, taste, 
touch) there? Or play Where Am I?: Name things you see, hear, 
taste, touch, and smell and have children guess what kind of place 
you’re describing. 
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Move It! Move It!  Have children act out interesting action verbs 
they’ve discussed recently, such as wiggle, squirm, creep, scramble, 
twirl, pounce, scurry. 

Make a Face  Have children make faces for either verbs related to 
facial gestures, such as scowl, frown, squint, pout, gasp, or words for 
feelings, such as glum, gloomy, thrilled, joyful, fearful, surprised, excited. 
Use words discussed recently.

Sound It Out!  Have children act out recently discussed words 
related to the sounds people or animals make, such as sigh, sob, roar, 
howl, chuckle, mumble, hiss, croak, hum, whisper.

Charades  List on the board or name recently discussed vocabulary 
words. Then assign a child or a group a word to act out. Have others 
guess the word. Remind them of the possible answers as they make 
their guesses. 

Riddles, Jokes, and Puns  Find age-appropriate riddles, jokes, or 
puns at the library or online. Have a word fun time where you share 
a funny riddle, joke, or pun with children. For example, ask, “What’s 
black, white, and red all over?” (an embarrassed zebra) Discuss what 
makes the riddle, joke, or pun funny. Have children share riddles or 
jokes with you and, if appropriate, with the class. 
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Relationships Among Words
Use these activities to help children build their vocabulary by 
thinking about relationships among words. Knowing how words 
relate to each other can deepen their understanding of the related 
words and help them make connections to new words. Activities are 
appropriate for children in grades K–2.

1. Categorizing Words
Purpose: Understand words and categories better by identifying 
words that belong in a group, sorting pictures and words into groups, 
and naming categories for sorted words 
Materials: Pictures, large chart paper, drawing materials, T-chart and 
Venn Diagram (on pages 20 and 21)

Categorizing involves putting words into one or more groups, 
understanding what the words in a group have in common, and 
developing a better sense of the category by thinking about the words 
it includes. Use the following activities to build children’s vocabulary 
and help them organize their thinking about specific concepts.

Make a Concept Web  Show one or more detailed pictures for a 
category, or concept, that you want to discuss, such as Amusement 
Parks. Talk about what the picture(s) show and what children already 
know about the category. Prompt them with questions. Introduce and 
explain vocabulary you want them to learn. Then work with them to 
make a concept web to represent the information discussed. On the 
center of a large sheet of chart paper, write the category name and 
circle it. Around the circle, write the words and phrases discussed. 
Keep text brief, summarizing what children say. Read words as you 
write them. Have older children write some of the words. Draw lines 
to connect each word or phrase to the category. Children 
can draw or cut out pictures and add them to the web. 
Depending on the category, you could also attach to the web 
physical items, such as admission tickets or a popcorn box. 
If the category is discussed on subsequent days, add or have 
children add information to the web. 

fast, scary rides

cotton 
candy

popcorn

fun house

games

win prizes 

ticket booth 

lots of kids 

Amusement 
Parks
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Names for One Category  Tell children the name of a category, 
such as Ways to Get Around. Give at least one example of a word that 
fits the category, such as cars. Have them name as many things as 
they can that also belong in that category, such as buses, bikes, taxi 
cabs, planes, boats, and so on. Give clues about things that belong in 
the category or introduce some new vocabulary. Or say words that do 
or don’t belong in the category. Have children decide which words 
belong. Make a list of words for the category as children talk and 
review it at the end. 

Picture Sort  Provide pictures of things related to two categories, 
such as Things We Eat and Things Used for Cooking. Include pictures 
whose names children know and some whose names are unfamiliar. 
Identify the two categories and a picture that belongs in each 
one. Then have children sort the remaining pictures into the two 
categories. Help them name each picture as they sort and discuss 
any unfamiliar picture names. After the pictures have been sorted, 
review the picture names for each group and have children tell how 
the items in a group are alike. Ask them if they know other things 
that belong in the categories. Build vocabulary beyond simple picture 
names by discussing what children know about the items.  

Word Sort  Display a large T-chart. At the top of the columns, 
write the names for two categories, such as Summer and Winter. 
Have children brainstorm words or phrases they know that belong in 
the first category. Prompt them with questions. Do the same for the 
second category. Suggest words and phrases. Have children decide in 
which category the words and phrases belong. Write or have children 
write the words on the chart. When finished, review the words in 
each column and discuss how they are alike. 

As children’s sorting improves, have them sort words into three 
or four categories. With older children, if you have two categories 
that have elements in common, such as Basketball and Soccer, show 
children how to use a Venn diagram to compare them. Words 
common to both categories are listed in the overlapping center part 
of the diagram. Words specific to each category are listed in the parts 
of the circles that don’t overlap.

Ways to Get Around
cars taxi cabs
buses planes 
bikes boats

Summer Winter

warm freezing cold

sunny snow

go to the beach ice

swim ice skating

camp snowboarding

cook on grill sledding

basketball soccer

use hands
shoot ball
dribble with 
  hands

can’t use 
   hands
kick ball
dribble with 
  feet

balls
nets
run
pass
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Identify the Category  Name several related words, such as throw, 
hit, run, pitch, catch, bat. Have children name a category that includes 
all the words. (Things You Do in Baseball) Help them name additional 
items that belong in the category, such as steal, slide, strike out.

Odd Word Out  Say a group of words—all should be related except 
one, such as happy, glad, angry, cheerful. Have children identify the 
word that doesn’t belong (angry) and tell why. (It doesn’t tell about 
a happy feeling.) Make the activity simpler by naming the category 
before you say the words. 

TIP: Choosing categories  For children with limited oral language 
skills, especially English-language learners, use categorizing 
activities to build basic language, such as names of foods, sports, 
months of the year, days of the week, and so on. For others, 
develop concepts related to texts in reading materials, read-aloud 
books, or other curricula. 

2. Understanding Synonyms
Purpose: Identify and generate words that have the same or almost 
the same meanings

Write the word big on the board and have children read the word. 
Hold your hands far apart as you say, “Some whales are as big as 
a bus.” Remind children that some words mean almost the same 
thing as other words. (The term synonym is introduced in the first 
semester of first grade.) Help them brainstorm other words that mean 
almost the same as big, such as large, huge, giant, tremendous, gigantic, 
enormous. Remind them of words already discussed or introduce 
new vocabulary. Write the synonyms on the board under the word 
big. Read each word as you write it. Discuss things that can be 
described with these words. Have children say sentences using one 
of the synonyms. Ask questions that use the synonyms in a variety of 
contexts. For example, ask, “How would you feel if you ate a gigantic 
plate of spaghetti? (very full, maybe a little sick) Why? (A gigantic plate 
of spaghetti would be a lot of spaghetti!)

Repeat the activity to introduce other sets of synonyms. 

big
large
huge
giant
tremendous
gigantic
enormous
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Variation 1  Have children replace a word in a sentence you say with 
another word that means the same thing. For example, say, “The 
giant pumpkin weighed over one hundred pounds!” Call on a child to 
repeat the sentence, replacing the word giant with another word with 
the same meaning.

Variation 2  Say three words children have discussed, two that are 
synonyms and one that isn’t, such as scared, brave, fearful. Have 
children tell which two words have the same meaning. (scared, 
fearful)

Variation 3  Write pairs of decodable synonyms on separate index 
cards. Give a card to each child. Ask a child to show and read his 
word. Ask who has a word that means the same as the word just said. 
Have that child show and read her word. Have others decide if the 
two words have the same meaning. Continue until every child’s word 
has been matched with another word. For more action, have children 
walk around the room and find a word buddy whose word means the 
same as their word.

Variation 4  Make two sets of word cards. Each set should consist 
of two or more decodable synonyms. Mix all the cards and have 
children group together the words that have the same or almost the 
same meaning.

Variation 5  Use a T-chart to record pairs of synonyms. Write the 
word Same at the top of the chart. Write a word in the left column, 
read it, and give a context sentence for it. Help children identify 
another word that has the same or almost the same meaning. Write 
or have children write the synonym in the right column next to the 
first word. Continue for other pairs of synonyms. Draw a horizontal 
line across the chart under each pair. 

TIP: Oral vs. written activities for vocabulary  Because rich 
vocabulary isn’t always decodable, the activities in this section 
are primarily oral. Vocabulary generated during discussions can 
be recorded on the board for easy reference during an activity, 
but children shouldn’t be expected to read or spell nondecodable 
words. As children are able to decode and encode more words, 
they can take a more active role in reading the words you display 
and in writing words. 

fast quick

pleased

gladhappy

Same

glum sad

angry mad

terrific wonderful
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3. Understanding Antonyms
Purpose: Identify and generate words that have opposite meanings 
Materials: T-chart (on page 20)

Write big on the board. Have children read the word. Hold your 
hands far apart as you say, “Lots of kids fit in the big bus.” Then write 
the word small on the board. Read or have children read the word. 
Put your hands close together as you say, “The baby bunny was not 
big. It was small.” Ask if big and small have the same meaning. (no) 
Explain that small means not big and that big and small have opposite 
meanings—their meanings are as different as they can be. 

Help children brainstorm other words that mean the opposite of 
big, such as little, tiny, teeny, itty-bitty. Remind them of words already 
discussed or introduce new vocabulary. Record the words in a 
T-chart, putting the word big on the left and the antonyms on the 
right. Point out that the words on the right have similar meanings 
and mean the opposite of big.

Ask questions about things that are not big. Model how children  
can respond using the phrase “not big” and a word from the right 
column. For example, ask, “Is a ladybug big?” (No, a ladybug is not 
big. A ladybug is little.) Use a similar question-and-answer format to 
discuss things that are big. For example, ask, “Is an elephant tiny?” 
(No, an elephant is not tiny. An elephant is big.)

Repeat the activity to introduce antonyms for other words, such as 
mad and good. 

Variation 1  Simplify the activity by having children generate one 
word that means the opposite of a word you give. 

Variation 2  Say three words, two of which are antonyms and one 
that isn’t, such as sleepy, nice, mean. Have children tell which two 
words have opposite meanings. (nice, mean)

Variation 3  With older children, write pairs of decodable antonyms 
on separate index cards. Give a card to each child. Ask a child 
to show and read his word. Ask who has a word that means the 
opposite of that word. Have that child show and read her word. Have 
others decide if the two words have opposite meanings. Continue 
until every child’s word has been paired with an opposite. 

Variation 4  Say pairs of words, either synonyms or antonyms. Have 
children say “same” if the two words have the same meanings or 
“opposites” if they have opposite meanings.

big small 
little 
tiny

mad glad 
happy 
joyful

good bad 
terrible 
awful

catch drop

yes
no
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TIP: Understanding homonyms Homographs and homophones 
are two types of homonyms. Homographs are words that are 
spelled the same but have different meanings and origins. They 
might sound the same, as in bat (club) and bat (winged creature), 
or have different pronunciations, as in bow (ribbon  
on a gift) and bow (bend down). Homophones are words that 
sound alike but have different meanings and spellings, such as to, 
too, two. 

Homographs present comprehension challenges because children 
have to use context clues to determine which meaning of a word 
makes sense in a sentence they read or hear. Homophones present 
spelling challenges because children must match the meaning of a 
word with its correct spelling.

4.  Understanding Homographs  
(Multiple-Meaning Words)
Purpose: Identify multiple meanings for a homograph 
Materials: (optional) Pictures 

On the board, far apart, display or draw a picture of a baseball bat 
and a bat (winged, flying creature). Write bat under each picture. 
Have children read the words. Remind them that some words are 
spelled the same, but they have different meanings.  Explain, for 
example, that the word bat can be something you use to hit a baseball 
or an animal with wings that lives in a cave. Remind children that 
when they see or hear words like these, they have to use clues in 
the sentence to figure out which meaning makes sense. Give several 
context sentences for both meanings of bat. After each sentence, 
have children point to the picture on the board that shows which 
meaning of bat was used in the sentence. 

Do a similar activity for other multiple-meaning words, such as tag 
(a game, a card for a gift), patch (a bit of fabric, a bit of land, to fix) 
and fly (an insect, to go up in the air). If the meanings can’t be shown 
easily in pictures, have children say abbreviated definitions for the 
word. For example, for tag, they could say “game” or “gift card” to 
identify the meaning used in context sentences.

Variation 1  Have children draw pictures to illustrate the multiple 
meanings of a word. Have them write or dictate context sentences or 
explanations for the words.

bat         bat
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Variation 2  Write a few multiple-meaning words children have 
discussed, such as bug (bother, insect), top (lid, spinning toy), pen 
(something you write with, place where a farm animal lives), bark 
(outside covering of a tree, sound a dog makes). Give clues about 
both meanings of a word. Have children tell which word you 
are describing. For example, for pen, say, “This word tells about 
something you use for writing AND a place where pigs live.” To make 
it more challenging, don’t list answer choices on the board.

Variation 3  With older children, give practice with homographs 
that have different pronunciations, such as bow (ribbon on a gift) 
and bow (bend down); live (dwell, reside) and live (alive); wind 
(moving air) and wind (to turn something around). Write the 
homograph on the board, say one pronunciation for it, and explain 
the meaning for that pronunciation. Say the other pronunciation 
and explain that meaning. Point out that some words are spelled 
the same, but they don’t sound alike and their meanings are 
different. Tell children they have to think about the meaning to 
know how to say the word correctly. If possible, write on the board 
decodable context sentences for each meaning and underline the 
homographs. Give children time to read a sentence silently and 
think about the meaning of the underlined word. Call on a child to 
read the sentence and tell which meaning is used in the sentence. 
Or read the sentence to children and have them tell you the 
meaning of the underlined word.

I tied a blue bow on the gift.
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5. Word-Relationship Games
Purpose: Have fun with related words 
Materials: Index cards, number cube, small classroom objects, 
paper bag, Word Card Template (on page 22), pennies or plastic 
chips, (optional) hand puppet

Name All Things  Name a category. Challenge children to name 
as many things as they can for that category. Make tally marks on 
the board to keep track of the words they say. Possible categories 
include the following: Animals with Four Legs, Animals That Live in 
Water, Animals with Fur, Things to Wear, Kinds of Fruit.

Roll and Name  Write categories on separate index cards, such as 
Games, Things at a Zoo, Kinds of Furniture, Things at School. Place 
the cards facedown in a stack. Have children take turns choosing 
a card, reading the category (or you read it to them), and rolling a 
number cube. The number on the top of the cube shows how many 
things the child has to name for the category. If the child can do 
that, she keeps the card. If not, the card goes back into the stack.

Name That Category  Whisper the name of a category to a child 
or group of children. Have the child or group name things that 
belong in this category. Have others guess what the category is.

Word-Pair Concentration  Have children play Concentration by 
matching pairs of synonyms, antonyms, or homophones. Use only 
one type of word at a time and be sure words are decodable. Write 
word pairs on separate index cards. Show one pair of words and 
explain what makes them a match. (They have the same meanings. 
They have opposite meanings. They sound the same.) Mix the cards 
and spread them facedown on a table. Have children take turns 
choosing two cards, reading them, and telling if they make a 
match. If so, the child keeps the cards. If not, the child returns 
the cards facedown in their original positions. Play until all cards 
are matched. For greater challenge, have children use the words 
correctly in sentences or explain their meanings in order to keep  
a pair. 

For multiple-meaning words (homographs), write the same word 
twice on separate index cards, such as bat and bat. Children play 
the game the same way as above, but to keep a pair they have to 
explain both meanings of the word or say two sentences, one for 
each meaning.

hard

cold

difficult

hot

meetmeat

batbat
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The Same Game  Say a word that has many synonyms, such as big, 
and challenge children to name as many words as they can that mean 
the same or almost the same. Make tally marks on the board to track 
the number of words they say. 

Say the Opposite  Explain that Olly Opposite loves opposites. (You 
can use a hand puppet to represent Olly.) Tell children you will say 
a word and point to someone. That person has to say a word that 
means the opposite of the word you said. As a variation, say pairs of 
antonyms or synonyms and have children give a big cheer only if the 
words are opposites.

Do the Opposite  Use Olly Opposite again (see above). This time, 
give children commands to do, such as act happy, frown, stand up. For 
each command, children should do the opposite. (act sad, smile, sit 
down)

Synonym/Antonym Bingo  Make a list of 16 pairs of decodable 
synonyms. Write one word from each pair on the board. Give each 
child nine pennies or plastic chips and a copy of a 3 x 3 grid (see the 
Word Card Template). Have children write on their bingo card nine 
words from the board. Tell them they can use any of the words and 
put them in any box on their card, but they can only use each word 
once. Say words that are synonyms of the words on the board. Tell 
children to look for a word on their bingo card that has the same 
meaning as the word you say. If their card has a synonym, they should 
cover it with a penny or chip. Mark on your list the words you say. 
Play until someone covers three words in a row, column, or diagonal. 

You can adapt the directions above using 16 pairs of antonyms. Have 
children cover the word that means the opposite of the word you say. 
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T-chart

Directions: Label the columns and list appropriate information in each. For example, on 
the left, list story events and on the right, list why they happened. Or on the left, write 
what you think will happen in the story and on the right, write what actually happens.
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Word-Learning Strategies
Word-learning strategies enable children to figure out the meanings 
of unfamiliar words on their own. These activities focus on two key 
strategies—using context clues and using a dictionary. Activities are 
appropriate for children in grades K–2.

1. Using Context Clues During Reading
Purpose: Understand how to use context clues to determine the 
meanings of words 
Materials: Reading materials, read-aloud books, self-sticking notes

Using context clues to determine a word’s meaning is a difficult 
task for many children. The sentences children read or hear might 
not contain explicit, helpful clues, or children might not be able to 
recognize or use clues to determine the meaning of the word. When 
reading to children or guiding their reading, use the following steps to 
teach them how to use context clues:

1.  Scan the text for a few important words children probably don’t 
know that are in a helpful context. Flag the pages with self-
sticking notes to remind yourself to discuss these words.

2.  After you or children read the sentence containing the unfamiliar 
word, pause and ask what this part of the text is about. Restate 
important information that can help them decipher the unfamiliar 
word. For example, if the word is frustrated, it is helpful to know 
that a character feels upset or has a problem. 

3.  Point out the unfamiliar word. Remind children they can 
sometimes use pictures or the words before and after an unfamiliar 
word to figure out what it means. Draw their attention to helpful 
context clues (see below). At this age, it’s sufficient for children to 
recognize there are a variety of clues they can use. They don’t need 
to name or distinguish the types of clues.

Definition: An invention is something new a person thinks up.

Example: The box was filled with pots, pans, and other  
kitchen utensils. 

Synonym: It is absurd, or foolish, to think a dog can talk. 

Antonym/Contrast: Jessica is very outgoing, not shy at all.
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4.  Ask children what they think the word means and why they think 
that. Allow for more than one possible meaning.

5.  Try out possible meanings by using each one in place of the 
unfamiliar word and asking if that meaning makes sense in the 
sentence. Work with children to decide which meaning fits. 
Restate the unfamiliar word and the explanation, adjusting the 
language to ensure it’s an accurate definition.

Help children apply these steps for unfamiliar words they encounter. 
Acknowledge when the text doesn’t provide sufficient clues to 
figure out the meaning. Point out that sometimes they can figure 
out enough about a word’s meaning that they can keep reading. Tell 
them that if they get stuck and can’t figure out what is happening in 
the story, they can ask for help or, if they’re able, use a dictionary to 
find out what a word means.

2.  Practice Using Context Clues with Cloze  
Sentences
Purpose: Use context clues to identify a hidden word 
Materials: Reading materials, self-sticking notes

Scan a text children have recently read to find a few sentences that 
give helpful context clues about a word, such as the following:

“Thanks, Ettabetta!” said Doc. “What a fantastic ending for the 
Spingle Spangle Talent Show!” 

Photocopy the page with these sentences. Enlarge the size, if possible, 
so everyone can see the text. Cut up a self-sticking note and use it to 
cover the word you want to discuss. (fantastic) Display the text with 
the hidden word. Review the story and tell what part the excerpt is 
from. Have children read the text, saying “blank” for the covered 
word. Ask what word makes sense in the sentence. Before they start 
guessing, remind them to use the words before and after the covered 
word (and any pictures) to help them figure out what the missing 
word is. When a child suggests a word, have him give reasons for 
choosing that word. Discuss whether that word makes sense in the 
sentence. If children’s guesses are way off, point out clues they can 
use to figure out the missing word. For the example sentences above, 
note that Doc is thanking Ettabetta and seems pleased. Point out the 
missing word is right before the word ending. Ask what kind of ending 
to the show would make Doc feel pleased. (good, great, wonderful, 
terrific) Peel back part of the sticky note to reveal the first letter of 
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the hidden word. Have children revise their guesses based on this 
new information. (After seeing the f for fantastic, children might 
guess fun, fabulous, fantastic.) Discuss if these new guesses make 
sense. Continue to reveal more of the word as children refine their 
guesses. Reveal the entire word when most are certain they know 
what the missing word is. 

Repeat the activity for other words in children’s reading materials.

Variation 1  Gather children’s reading materials. Use self-sticking 
notes to cover a few words in a text that children are about to read. 
Be sure the words are in a helpful context. Cover the same words in 
everyone’s books. When children come to a covered word during 
their reading, use the steps above to have them figure out what the 
covered word is.

Variation 2  Choose sentences from children’s reading materials that 
stand alone as good context sentences and write them on the board. 
(Or make up your own decodable sentences.) Replace a key word in 
a sentence with a blank line. Help children use context clues to guess 
what the missing word is. Or list two or three possible words and 
have children tell which word makes the most sense. 

TIP: Using context clues to confirm pronunciations  When 
children struggle to decode a word or seem unsure of its 
pronunciation, remind them to think about the meaning of the 
sentence. Ask, “What word makes sense here? Is that the word 
you said?” Remind them to try different sounds for vowels or to 
emphasize a different syllable to see if that produces a word that 
makes sense.
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3. Understanding Alphabetical Order 
Purpose: Put words in alphabetical order 
Materials: Alphabet chart, word cards

To use a dictionary (and other reference sources), children must 
understand and be able to use alphabetical order. Display the letters 
of the alphabet and have children say the letters in order (or sing 
“The Alphabet Song” to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”). 
Have them refer to the displayed letters to answer questions about 
alphabetical order, such as the following: 

Which letter comes right after a? (b) 
Which letter comes right before e? (d) 
Which letter comes between l and n? (m) 
Which letter is near the beginning of the alphabet: c or w? (c) 
Which letter is near the end of the alphabet: e or s? (s)

Give children practice arranging word cards in alphabetical order. 
Make cards for can, apple, zipper, jam. Spread them faceup on a table 
in random order. Tell children you want them to put the words in 
alphabetical, or ABC, order. Have them name the first letter of 
each word. (c, a, z, j) Draw a line under these letters. Help children 
alphabetize the words, referring to the displayed alphabet. Ask which 
letter, c, a, z, j, comes first in the alphabet. (a) Put the card for apple 
at the top of the table. Ask which letter comes next in the alphabet, 
c, z, j? (c) Put the card for can under apple and point out that can 
comes after apple because c comes after a in the alphabet. Use similar 
reasoning to have children alphabetize the other words. (apple, can, 
jam, zipper) Say one of the words and have children point to the word 
you said. Repeat for the other words. 

Once children can do the activity above without difficulty, give 
practice alphabetizing to the second letter using dig, desk, dog, drum. 
Point out to children that all the words begin with d so they’ll have to 
look at the second letter in each word to figure out how to put them 
in alphabetical order. Have children identify the second letter in 
each word. (i, e, o, r) Draw a line under these letters. Follow the same 
steps as above to have children alphabetize the words. (desk, dig, dog, 
drum) Have children alphabetize fun, box, boat, fish, lamp, hand, ham. 
Have them look at the first letter of each word and find the words 
whose letters are the earliest in the alphabet. (box, boat) Have them 
put the card for boat above box. Tell them to compare letters in each 
word until they find letters that aren’t the same. Point out that the 

apple

can

jam

zipper

desk

dig

dog

drum

boat

box

fish

fun

ham

hand

lamp
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first two letters, b and o, are the same, but the third letters, a and x, are 
different. Explain that boat comes before box, because a comes before x 
in the alphabet. Use similar reasoning to help children alphabetize the 
rest of the words. (boat, box, fish, fun, ham, hand, lamp) Then call out 
words randomly and have children point to each word.

4. Using a Dictionary 
Purpose: Find words in a dictionary and use a dictionary to learn 
about the meanings of words  
Materials: Children’s dictionary(ies), (optional) photocopies of 
dictionary entries

If available, distribute multiple copies of the same dictionary to 
children. If not, make photocopies of entries you want to discuss. 
Choose a simple word, such as apple, that has one meaning, as well 
as more difficult words, such as skate and tie that have multiple 
numbered meanings, or bat, pitcher, stick that have multiple entries 
(because the words have different origins). Discuss a few challenging 
words whose meanings children don’t know, such as habitat.

Review the purpose of a dictionary and the information it contains. 
Ask children what they know about dictionaries. Tell them a 
dictionary is a book with words listed in alphabetical, or ABC, order, 
so the words that begin with the letter a are at the front of the book, 
followed by words beginning with the letter b, and so on. Explain 
that people use dictionaries to check how a word is spelled, find out 
what the word means, and figure out how to pronounce, or say, the 
word correctly. 

Demonstrate how to find the word apple. Say the word and ask a 
volunteer to write it. Ask if apple would be found at the beginning, 
middle, or end of the dictionary and why. (beginning; Apple begins 
with a and words that begin with a are near the front of the dictionary.) 
Have children open their dictionaries to the first page of a words 
or observe as you do it. Show them how they can run their fingers 
down the dark words to look for apple. Tell them to look for the 
letters that spell apple and not to read any other text. (Have older 
children look at the first two letters of apple, quickly flip through 
the a pages, look at the last word on each page in search of words 
that begin with ap, and then scan those words for apple. For 
advanced learners, model how to use the guide words at the top of 
the pages to find apple more quickly.) 
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Make sure everyone has found the word apple (or distribute 
photocopies of the entry for this word). Discuss the parts of an entry. 
Dictionary formats vary, but most include the entry word in bold, 
a pronunciation in parentheses, the word’s meaning(s), its part of 
speech, other forms of the word, and sometimes context sentences 
and pictures. Read or have children read the definition for apple 
and discuss questions they have about it. Have children check the 
volunteer’s spelling of apple against the dictionary entry.

Help children look up other words and discuss their meanings. Point 
out the numbers next to words that have multiple meanings, such 
as tie. Read or have children read the meanings. Give a context 
sentence for one meaning of the word and have children tell which 
meaning of the word you used. Ask another child to say a sentence 
that uses another meaning of the word. Do the same for words that 
have multiple entries, such as bat. Look up an unfamiliar word, such 
as habitat. Point out that sometimes a difficult word such as habitat 
actually has a pretty simple definition.

Variation 1  Name other simple words. For each word, have children 
tell if it would be found at the beginning, middle, or end of a 
dictionary. Have them give reasons for their answers. Write the words 
on the board and help children use an alphabet chart to figure out 
the answers. Have them look up the words to confirm their answers.

Variation 2  If children have difficulty understanding the children’s 
dictionary, help them use a picture dictionary that simply lists words 
in alphabetical order and shows a picture next to each word.

TIP: Choosing dictionaries to use  The difficulty level of 
children’s dictionaries can vary widely. Look for a dictionary 
that includes lots of visual support, good context sentences, 
and child-friendly explanations. Children might still need lots 
of guidance using them.


